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Th is  correspondence points out the fact that the algorithm as presented by 
Lee and Chang (1971) can be used with some constraints to generate fuzzy 
pr ime implieants of some special fuzzy formulas. 
If F is a fuzzy formula, we shall denote by ~-(F) the set of output phrases 
of the algorithm, ~(F) the set of all prime implicants ofF, and ~-'(F) the set 
of all fuzzy implicants of F. Lee and Chang (1971) presented a theorem 
providing that the algorithm is complete, which means: 
~(F) C J (F )  _C Y(F). 
The proof of the completeness i  based on a lemma: 
LEMMA 1. i phrase P fuzzily implies a clause C iff C contains at least one 
literal which appears in P. 
Kandel (1973) points out the insufficiency of this lemma. We shall present 
a modified version of this lemma in order to use the algorithm in some 
restrictive hypotheses. 
Let F, F' be fuzzy formulas. The fuzzy implication will be noted by 
F~F '  
and let ~F be the set of literals that appear in F. 
LEMMA 2. Let P be a phrase and C be a clause. Then 
(a) if ~ r3 GP c# z ,  then P ~ C; 
(b) if P ~ C and P is consistent or C is nonvalid, then ~ n ~c  ~= ;~. 
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Proof. (a) Let P = L 1 " L 2' ' '  Lm, C = L I 'V  "" VLn' , L c @ n 
5~c 4: ~.  We obtain 
A(C) = maxA(L{) >/A(L)  > l<i<m " l<<.i<~n min A(L~) = A(P) 
and thus P ~ C. (A(F) is the truth-value ofF.) 
(b) Let P ~ C and P be consistent. From Lee and Chang (1971) it 
results that P does not contain a pair of variables (% *7). We can suppose 
A(Li) = 1, i - -  1 ..... m. Let us consider A(L;') = 0.5 for L /  with the 
property that 17/ does not appear in P. Otherwise A(L/)  is 0. It results that 
A(C) = 0.5, A(P)  = 1, which contradicts the hypothesis P ___~m C. The 
same is true if C is nonvalid. 
(y) 
Remark. I f  P is inconsistent and C is valid, then P --+ C because 
A(P) <~ 0.5 < A(C). 
From Lemma 2, it results that this is the only ease in which it is possible that 
P ~ C and ~97 e n Yc = ~.  For instance 
x .~yvy .  
The completeness of the algorithm that generates fuzzy prime implicants 
becomes: 
THEOREM. Let F be a formula in conjuctive normal form and ~(F)  be the 
set of output phrases of the algorithm, as presented by Lee and Chang (1971). 
Then 
(a) i f (F)  C Y(F) ;  
(b) I f  P ~ ~(F),  P consistent, or all the clauses in F are nonvalid, then 
P 
Proof. We can follow the proof in Lee and Chang (1971) using Lemma 2. 
We observe from this theorem that if formula F contains at least a valid 
clause and P is an inconsistent prime implicant, then we cannot prove, 
in general, that P ~ i f(F) .  This is the case of the counterexample found in 
Kandel (1973): 
F=x '~ ' (yvg) ,  
where x • ~ E ~(F),  but x -X q~ ~-(F). 
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